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FOREWORD

This is the final report for the program to study the underlying physics and range

of applicability of laser-assisted evaporation for the deposition of optical thin films. Most

of the work involved use of CO 2 lasers.

In this research program, the nature of laser-induced vapor over the solid and

liquid sources has been analyzed in detail. The properties of thin films formed by the con-

densation and impact of this vapor on various substrates have been studied and related to

the evaporation conditions. The role of energetic species in the vapor on film properties

has been elucidated. Special emphasis was given to eliminating or reducing the density of

particulates in thin films.

In the final phase of this program, different aspects and several possible solutions

of the "splashing" effect or particulate problem were studied. This information was applied

in the deposition of high quality dielectric films of TiO 2 , HfO 2 , Ta 2 0 and CeO2 ,in addi-

tion to ZrO 2 studied earlier. Epitaxial films of Ge on Si were deposited on relatively low

temperature substrates by pulsed laser evaporation of liquid Ge sources.

The body of this report deals with the results obtained in the final phase of the

program and overall assessment of this technique, its advantageous features and drawbacks

or areas that need further study. Results from previous phases of the program will be

briefly summarized in the general outline of the program achievements. A more detailed

description of these results is presented in the Appendices. Important results from other

investigations will be referred to, and a brief outline of theoretical models of the laser-

matter interaction will also be given in order to present a more complete picture for this

technique within the science and technology of thin film deposition.

vii
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In this section the physics of laser-induced evaporation and thin film deposition

are discussed. We begin with a brief history of the development of this technique.

1.1 Historical Perspective

The interaction of coherent radiation with materials has been studied theoreti-

cally and experimentally since the development of high power lasers a quarter century

ago. Data obtained with many diverse materials, and under a broad range of laser

parameters (e.g., wavelength), and conditions (e.g., power density) have resulted in

understanding and formulation of successful physical models. These studies have been

0 engendered by technical fields such as metal machining (cutting welding, heat treating),

semiconductor processing (recrystallization, dopant activation, annealing) laser-induced

damage, and fusion energy research. Strong interest in such diverse scientific fields as

laser-formed plasmas, multiphoton phenomena, and phase transformations under ultrafast

cooling and heating, also fostered research in this subject.

In this program, the subject of the laser-matter interaction has been studied from

the standpoint of evaporation and optical thin film deposition. This particular area has also

been studied, but sporadically and without persistence, since the availability of high power

lasers.' There are three reasons for this lack of continuity: investigation of laser evapora-

tion for film deposition under a broad range of conditions, and to many classes of materials

including organics, 2 semiconductors, 3 metals4 and dielectrics,5 has prevented it from hav-

ing a technical focus. Concurrent and successful developments in competing techniques

such as MBE and MOCVD for semiconductors, and sputtering for dielectric materials, has

diverted interest from the laser-assisted deposition technique. A further reason for its slow

acceptance is the emission of particulates from the source material and difficulty in

controlling the evaporation rate.

Recent progress in laser-assisted evaporation has stimulated a renewed interest

in this technique. Some recent results include deposition of dense crystalline dielectrics,5

including stoichiometric high temperature superconductor material, 6 of semiconductor

superlattices with arbitrary potential barrier shapes, 7 leading to the promising field of band

gap engineering, and high quality semiconductors 8 at low epitaxy temperatures.

I
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1.2 Physics of Laser-Assisted Evaporation

Physical phenomenology during laser assisted evaporation of solids can be cate-

gorized depending on the laser power density. The chemical and physical transformations of

the evaporating surface, as well as the nature of the evaporants, strongly depend on this

parameter. These are summarized below for the low power (< 106 W/cm 2 ), intermediate

(< 108 W/cm 2 ), and high power (> 108 W/cm 2) regimes.

Low Power Regime

This regime is accessible with most focussed cw lasers or pulsed lasers in the free

running mode. Results from many investigations indicate that the evaporation is essentially

thermal in nature, with some slight and subtle differences. Alkali fluoride films were found

to have considerably better properties in ultraviolet range (185-350 nm) 9 and different crys-

talline orientation when compared to films deposited by e-beam or thermal evaporation.

(The results on alkali halide films were obtained under IR&D programs to develop cw laser

assisted evaporation as a thin film deposition technique.) The advantages of using low

power laser evaporation are the preservation of the source purity, surface heating,

compatibility with reactive environments and minimal heat loading of the deposition

chamber. These properties are also common to evaporation at higher power regimes.

Evaporation from a small surface zone prevents reaction with the source container, thus

avoiding contamination. The absence of hot filaments makes it possible to use a high

pressure reactive gas environment. Finally, there is less heat radiation from the source in

this deposition technique than in conventional evaporative methods.

Intermediate Power Regime

This range of power density is accessible with low power Q switched and focussed

lasers in the free running mode. In this regime, photonic effects such as multiphoton

absorption with bond breaking, free carrier generation, and ionization occur. The resultant

vapor has dissociated and ionized species. 10 The release of this extrathermal energy at the

thin film growth surface produces superior structural and electronic properties at lower

substrate temperatures than required in conventional techniques.8

2
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High Power Regime

This regime, accessible by high output pulsed lasers and focussed beams, holds the

most promise for laser-assisted evaporation as a novel deposition technique with unique

advantages. In this regime, high densities of ionized, excited state, atomic and high kinetic

energy species are generated. Ultraviolet radiation, and even soft x-ray radiation, is also

present. The high electric field of the laser beam at the solid surface causes dielectric

breakdown and generation of a dense plasma with a temperature of - 10,000K (- 7.5 eV).

Laser radiation is absorbed by this plasma leading to a self-regulating regime. Here, the

opacity of the plasma is such that laser radiation is blocked and only enough reaches the

evaporation surface to replenish the plasma. The expansion of this plasma cloud in vacuum

causes the species to assume large velocities (10-1000 times the thermal velocities

encountered during evaporation). Decay of the excited and ionized species gives rise to

photons in the UV and visible range.I 1- 14

These energetic species play a crucial role in the formation of a dense and

crystalline structure in thin films. The mechanisms in the interaction of energetic species

with the film surface are probably similar to those that account for the effects observed in

ion-assisted deposition. These include enhanced adatom mobility, breaking of weak bonds,

and generation of nucleation centers.1 5

1.3 Deposition of Thin Films

The condensation of the vapor on a substrate to form a thin film is akin to that in

other conventional evaporative techniques, but with some important differences. These

differences, and the properties of laser-induced evaporation that give rise to these

differences, are explained in Table I.

Pulsed heating leads to congruent evaporation. The rapid heating of the material

during the short pulses, and its rapid cooling due to the small volume of the heated zone

embedded in the cooler source, prevent fractionation of the source material, even when the

constituents have very different vapor pressures. The temperature cycle is short compared

to the thermal diffusion time of the material.

High velocity species promote film crystallinity and denser packing because of

enhanced adatom mobility and breaking of weak bonds.

'3
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Table I

Properties of Pulsed Laser Evaporation

Property Effect on Film Properties

Congruent evaporation Stoichiometry

High kinetic energy species Crystalline structure, sputtering of
light atoms

High instantaneous evaporation rates Low background gas incorporation
crystalline structure

Plume in a narrow cone directed Thickness uniformity
normal to the surface of the source

Low power input, local evaporation Low thermal radiation and degassing
preservation of source purity

Particulate emission* Degradation of optical, electrical
properties

*This feature and solutions to this problem will be discussed in Section 3.2.1.

High velocity species also make it possible to use higher pressure reactive

environments than is possible in conventional techniques. This is brought about by reduced

interaction cross section of colliding particles with high relative velocities.

Energy in the vapor atoms, in the form of chemical dissociation of molecular spe--

cies or ionization, also is released at the surface and is thought to improve the structure of

the film.8

High rates of evaporation that can be obtained with high power lasers and high

*vapor pressure materials can be beneficial in altering the film properties. This is due to the

release of heat of condensation in a thin surface layer. This thin layer consists of the newly

deposited layer thickness and a characteristic thermal diffusion distance (/Dt) into the

film. Here D is the heat diffusivity and t is the time of pulsed deposition. This time is

taken as the pulse width, which is about I microsecond for TEA-CO 2 laser. Thus, for the

duration of the deposition pulse, higher surface temperatures are obtained due to the

release of heat of condensation. An additional benefit of high rates of evaporation is the

low degree of background gas incorporation in the film material during the deposition. This

means higher effective vacuum during thin film growth.

4
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2.0 EXPERIMENTAL

The laser used in our experiments was a Lumonics model 820 TEA-CO 2 laser with

a maximum output of 3 3/pulse. Antireflection coated ZnSe lenses were used to focus the

laser beam onto evaporation sources. The resulting energy density or fluence, after taking
losses in the mirrors and windows into account, was in the 10-160 3/cm 2 range.

The materials studied were principally metal oxide dielectrics, fluorides, zinc

chalcogenides, and Ge.

The nature of the evaporants was analyzed in vacuum using optical techniques to

analyze the emission spectrum and electrical probes to analyze the energy and velocity of

the charged species. The experimental details are described in Appendix 6.0. A schematic

* •of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.

SC42740

! HEATED SUBSTRATE

I.-

LASER
I.,' BEAM

PLASMA

* EVAPORATION SOURCE

Fig. I Experimental apparatus for evaporant analysis. F, Faraday cup; Q,
quartz thickness monitor; S, spectral monitor (i.e., optical
multichannel analyzer).
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Thin films were deppsited on substrates of Si, glass, quartz, cleaved NaCl and

sapphire. These, with the exception of NaCI, were cleaned with organic solvents, HCI-

HNO 3 , and 02 plasma cleaning prior to deposition. The film thickness was in the 0.1-2

micron range.

The films were analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for grain

size, orientation, and crystalline phases. This was complemented by X-ray diffraction for

thick films. The optical properties were determined by ellipsometry (thin films) and by
spectroscopy and computer curve fitting of the data (thick films). All optical constant data

reported in this report are at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. Surface morphology was studied by

optical and scanning electron microscopies.

.I
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3.0 RESULTS

, 3.1 Summary of Previously Reported Results

Detailed account of these results are found in Appendices 6.1-6.3.

3.1.1 Plasma Emission Analysi

Spectral analysis of the plasma in the evaporant plume indicated that there were
numerous states of excitation and ionization of the atomic species (Fig. 2). For metal

oxides, excited states of neutral, as well as singly, doubly, and even triply ionized metal and

oxygen species, were observed. Analysis of emission intensity data, assuming local thermal

equilibrium in the plasma, indicated that the plasma temperature was - 60000C for A120 3

* and SiO 2 . This value agrees well with data reported by other investigators for other
materials under similar power densities.

scab 32s97

x 256

200 0345 nm

nm e

x 3234

490 nm 630 nm
.. WAVELENGTH IN NM.

Fig. 2 Atomic emission spectrum of HfO 2 under 10.6 micron pulsed
radiation. Laser fluence of 65 3/cm 2.

7
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3.1.2 Atomic Species

The emission intensity, hence the density, of the excited and ionized species, in-

creased monotonically with laser fluence but saturated at high fluence levels (> 20 3/cm 2).

However, the saturation behavior depended on the ionization state with the intensity of the

ground states decreasing and those of doubly ionized states increasing, but at a slower rate,

with fluence. These results indicated that at high power levels, the plasma density was such

that screening of the evaporation surface occurred, resulting in no net increase of the

evaporated species. A larger portion of the laser energy was absorbed by the plasma, prob-

ably by inverse Bremmstrahlung, resulting in the observed shift of the populations of the

ionized states towards more energetic ones. These conclusions were supported by plasma

temperature data, (Fig. 3), which exhibited different dependence on fluence for low and

* high fluence values. This dependence became stronger for fluences higher than that where

saturation of emission was observed. The plasma is directly and more efficiently heated by

the laser radiation once it is dense enough to absorb this radiation.

3.1.3 Molecular Species

In these studies, molecular lines were observed in vacuum only for A12 0 3

targets. In general, these were very weak in comparison to atomic lines. Their intensity,

(AI-O, Si-O), increased with gas pressure in the mTorr range. Rather unexpectedly, this

increase was observed not only in the presence of 02 but also with such inert gases as He,
Ar, and N2 . Lower emission intensities were observed in the presence of He as compared to

the emission in the presence of heavier gas species (i.e., N2 ). This dependence on atomic

mass suggests that collisions with background atoms play a role, probably by facilitating

* _chemical reaction (as a third body to carry away the momentum) or by cooling the plasma

and retarding its expansion.

3.1.4 Ion Velocities

A time of flight method was used to determine the ionic velocities. These were

in the 106 to 107 cm/s range, or I to 2 orders of magnitude higher than the median velocity

expected from an evaporating substance under equilibrium. The velocities of the species

depended weakly on fluence, as predicted from a model of a collisionally dominated plasma

expanding in vacuum. The calculated ion kinetic energies were 300-1000 eV. These ener-

8
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, Fig. 3 Plasma temperature and atomic emission intensity vs laser
[0_ fluence. Temperature was calculated from emission intens-
~ity data.

~gies do not represent the plasma temperature, which was found to be in the 5-10 eV, but are

a result of the hydrodynamic expansion of a hot and ionized gas into vacuum.

~Most compounds and single element materials produced three different ion cur-

rent velocities with one high velocity and two lower velocity components. Because elemen-

tal sources exhibited this behavior, the high and low velocity ion peaks are thought to be

generated during the peak and tail portions of the laser pulse respectively, and were not
~attributed to ions with different atomic masses. In fact, when the tail portion of the laser
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pulse was eliminated, only the high velocity ion peak was observed. Ion velocity data, ob-

tained from different oxides with widely varying cationic masses, indicated that there was

no clear dependence on atomic mass. The above observations indicate that all chemical

species reach the same asymptotic velocity, independent of their mass and ionization

states, because collisions in the dense plasma equilibrate the velocities.

The ion current increased monotonically with fluence.

3.1.5 Thin Film Studies

ZrO 2 thin films were deposited on room temperature glass and NaCl substrates

using pulsed laser evaporation of sintered ZrO 2 ceramic targets. These films were

crystalline (monoclinic) and oriented in the 100 plane. TEM analysis showed that the grain

size increased with fluence (ion content) of the evaporant plume.

ZrO2 films had refractive index values of 2.15, characteristic of bulk density

ZrO 2 , whereas cw laser evaporated films on room temperature substrates had index values

of 1.85-1.93. Films grown by simultaneous cw and pulsed laser evaporation had monotonic-

ally increasing index values with increasing relative pulsed laser evaporation rate.

PbF 2 films were deposited by cw and pulsed laser evaporation. The crystallinity

of these films increased with laser fluence. The refractive index did not depend on fluence

but absorptivity increased with laser fluence. The absorptivity is attributed to preferential

sputtering of F atoms from the surface.

3.2 Current Results

3.2.1 Particulates

Generation of particulates is one of the main drawbacks of the laser-assisted

deposition technique. While particulates are observed in other evaporative techniques

0. (resistive heating and e-beam evaporation), these can usually be virtually eliminated by such

procedures as degassing of the source, use of baffles and wire meshes, and judicious control

of power input to the sources. In pulsed laser evaporation, the generation of vapor

containing energetic species, which is desired, is often accompanied by ejection of

macroscopic particles. The evaporation rate and generation of energetic particles are very

strong functions of power density. It was observed that particulates were invariably

10
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generated at power densities that were necessary for evaporation with a practical rate (0.1

< r < 10 A/s) and for minimum ion current densities for improved film properties. In the

extreme case of very low power densities where particulates were not ejected, either the

evaporation rate was too low to be of practical use, or insufficient energetic species were

generated resulting in films comparable to those obtained using thermal evaporation. This

coupling of production of particulates and energetic particles made the determination of

fluence "windows" for minimum particulate density, reasonable deposition rate, and film

quality, at best difficult to achieve.

The particulates that are incorporated in the film degrade film properties. While

some investigators have controlled the splashing effect in easily vaporizable materials by

lowering the fluence or power of the laser beam, this technique is of limited use and not

* applicable for refractory metal oxides.

Complete elimination of particulates for all materials by a single method has not

yet been achieved. However, the use of melts as sources has resulted in virtual elimination

of particulates in Ge and B20 3 films. Other techniques have shown considerable progress

toward the same goal. Simultaneous application of more than one of these methods may re-

sult in drastic reduction or near elimination of particulates for a large class of materials.

3.2.1.1 Formation and Ejection of Particulates

Our experiments indicated that the generation of particulates and its relationship

to laser conditions is material specific. Parameters such as heat of sublimation, melt vis-

cosity, optical absorption and reflectivity, relationship of evaporation to melting tem-

perature, thermal diffusivity, and perhaps other material parameters, affect phenomena

such as dissipation of heat at the surface, advance of the evaporation front, thermal

stresses and the resulting fracture of the solid. All of the above affect the size and number

of particulates.

There are three possible mechanisms for the production of particulates:

Explosive evolution of evaporant gases and ejection of loose particulates or

4.h. those generated at the evaporation zone. This mechanism is especially
effective if high thermal conductivity and low optical absorption cause

subsurface heating of the evaporation zone;
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Melt splashing occurs when heat input to the evaporation zone is more than

can be carried away by conduction, evaporative losses and radiation. The

molten particles observed in the evaporation of dielectrics are - 10-20 Jm in

size and often exhibit morphological features indicative of rapid cooling;

Partial evaporation and acceleration of particulates. These can be

particulates loosely attached at the surface, probably by electrostatic

charges, or those generated at the subsurface due to thermal stresses of

rapid heating and cooling.

Below we discuss some of the techniques used to reduce particulate density in the

films. We start with techniques used in other investigations and then give a detailed

account of efforts under this program. These are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Techniques to Reduce Particulates

Technique Idea/Test Advantages Disadvantages

1) Deflector vane T May be used for all High rotation speeds
deposition methods
and materials

2) Electrostatic Bias T Simple May work in low density
plasmas

3) Colliding gas streams T No mechanical parts Needs high density
vapor and alignment
of plumes

4) Variable laser fluence T Easy to implement Possible compromise on
film properties

5) Spinning disk source T Partially effective High rotation speeds

6) Second laser I Partially effective Expense of a second
high energy laser

7) Liquid sources T Very effective Limited group of
materials

12
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Techniques Used by Other Investigators

Barr developed a rotating particulate deflector vane that selectively transmitted
atoms, the average speed of which is higher than that of the particulates.16 Particulate

density was significantly decreased. However, because of the distribution of particulate

velocities, the particle filter still transmitted the relatively fast ones. High rotation
velocities (w = > 10000 rpm 1000 rad/s) required to operate this device in vacuum limits

its reliable operation.

Greene et al. 17 reported, in the laser evaporation of Ge, that negative substrate
bias of several hundred volts considerably reduced the number of particulates incorporated

in the film. This effect was attributed to the electrostatic repulsion of negatively charged
particulates. The particulates were assumed to be charged as spherical capacitors up to the

0full plasma potential due to the presence of free charges.

The latter method was used in our laboratory but failed to produce any reduction
*of particulate density. This was attributed to high plasma densities produced under TEA-

C02 laser irradiation of dielectrics, and shielding of the particulates by this plasma.

Gaponov et al., used two laser beams to obtain two vapor streams that collided
at an angle. The collision generated a high pressure zone that expanded in vacuum accord-
ing to its own pressure gradient. The substrate was placed normal to this gradient. The

particulates passed through the collision zone unaffected due to their heavy masses and
missed the substrate. This technique may work if the source surfaces are continuously
rendered smooth in order for the vapor streams, which propagate normal to this surface, to
collide in space. Otherwise the collision zone may fluctuate in size and density due to the

variation of the orientation of the vapor streams depending on morphology of the source
surfaces.

3.2.1.2 Techniques Used In This Study

S . Our approach has been to study the nature, size and distribution of particulates,
the dependence on laser and material conditions, and then to devise methods to reduce the
particulate density. The particulate density was determined by counting particulates of all
sizes in several representative areas of a film.

13
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Spatial Distribution

Film thickness and particulate density were measured as a function of polar

angle, the angle that the source-substrate vector makes with the normal to the source

surface. Both distributions had the same angular (Fig. 4) dependence and spatially coincided

with each other. Therefore, the particulate density could not be reduced by positioning of

the substrate with respect to the evaporant plume alone.

1.0 -'C41236
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Fig. 4 Distribution of particulate density and film thickness vs
polar angle from the normal to the source surface.0.44
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Material Dependence

Experiments indicated that the particulate density depends on the properties of

the material such as heat of sublimation, absorptivity, the relationship of melting tempera-

ture to that of substantial evaporation, and on whether the source is solid or liquid.

In general, metal oxide dielectrics that have high absorptivity for 10.6 Jim

radiation produced fewer particulates than solids such as ZnS, ZnSe, NaCI, Si that are

transmissive at this wavelength. This behavior of transmissive materials is due to

subsurface heating because of their lower absorptivities. In some experiments plates or

wafers of these materials were irradiated with high power laser and film and particulates

were deposited on substrates exposed to both faces of the plate. Particulates generated at

the side where the laser beam exited were larger and more numerous than those at the

entry side of the plate. The higher (by a factor of n, the refractive index) field strength at

the exit surface may account for this phenomenon.

The sources formed by sintering, or hot or cold pressing, powder material

produced more particulates than the sources prepared by vacuum melting and solidifica-

tion. The difference for Ta 2 0 5 and TiO 2 films is a factor of two and three reduction,

reslectively, in particulates. On the other hand, annealing of sintered powder sources at

temperatures as high as I 100*C before evaporation did not result in any reduction of

particulate density.

Materials that have a low melting temperature relative to their evaporation

temperature, taken as the temperature at which the vapor pressure is 10 4 Torr, tend to

produce large molten droplets.

Melts as Evaporation Sources

Use of melts as evaporation sources resulted in virtual elimination of particulates
in films of Ge (Fig. 5) and B20 3 . For Ge, this was observed at all fluence levels. Several

W. properties of the material can account for these observations. The absence of solid particu-

lates, that might be accelerated by the vapor expansion or by jet action due to partial

evaporation; highly absorptive material due to the presence of free carriers and consequent

localization of heat at the melt surface; low volume of vapor due to high reflectivity of the

Al surface and high heat of vaporization of Ge.
,,,IP
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".SOURCE = SOLID Ge at 700'C SOURCE = LIQUID Ge at 1 1000°CTHICKNESS = 650. THICKNESS = 1300

"(a) (b)

-. Fig. 5 Surface morphology of Ge films deposited by pulsed laser
-. evaporation. (a) Solid source, and Wb liquid source.
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f:ig. 6 Particulate density in B:3films vs B50 melt temperature.

Viscosity of B203 is also indicated on the upper abscissa.

Particulate-free films of B 0 could be obtained only at certain luence levels

(see next section) and for high source temperatures where the melt viscosity was low. The

particu-late density in B203 filmus -,as a strong function of temperature (Fig. 6).
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Two properties of the melt, viscosity and thermal conductivity, depend on tem-

perature. The effect of the latter is small: Specific heat and density do not depend on

temperature 19 for B20 3, therefore, the increase in thermal conductivity directly affects

thermal diffusivity. An increase in thermal diffusivity 19 of 60% increases the volume

heated by diffusion only by 25% since the diffusion distance is given by, /Dt, where D is the

diffusivity and t is time, taken to be the laser pulse width.

On the other hand, the change in viscosity upon increasing source temperature

from 600 to 11000C is roughly a factor of 200 (Fig. 6).20 Viscosity affects the plastic yield

of the material and therefore plays a major role in determining whether or not molten

particulates are ejected. This also explains the difference in the behaviors of Ge and B 0

melts. Ge has very low viscosity (v), typical of metals at the melting point (vGe -5 x 10

poise) but B20 3 is still quite viscous even at the highest temperature (vB203 = 55 poise).

Another significant advantage of using melt sources is the invariant or self-

healing source surface morphology. The alteration of surface morphology in solid sources

causes several undesirable effects:

" Spreading of the beam over an area, varying with the local morphology,

affects the evaporation rate. The latter has exponential dependence on

fluence, (energy/area), because of the exponential dependence of the vapor

pressure on temperature.

* The evaporant stream is normal to the local surface and changes direction

depending on surface morphology. These problems are eliminated when

liquid sources are used.

The technique of using liquid sources for laser evaporation, although very

successful, is applicable to a limited group of materials. Substances that have stable melts

with low vapor pressure and without decomposition are metals, Ge and some dielectrics

psuch as Ta 20, TiO 2 . Many useful materials sublime or form a very thin molten layer at

the surface during evaporation, and therefore are not suited for this method.

17
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Laser Fluence Dependence

Since generation and acceleration of particulates are phenomena of thermal

origin, the laser fluence or the energy density was expected to play a major role in the

particulate problem. The particulate density was found to strongly depend on laser

fluencewith a nonmonotonic behavior.

At very low fluences (< 10 3/cm 2) characterized by the evaporation threshold, the

particulate density is low. As the fluence increases, so does the particulate density.

Apparently, surface heat is sufficient to fracture the material and partially vaporize and

Naccelerate the particulates. These are solid particulates, often with jagged morphology. At

higher fluences, very low solid particulate density is obtained, probably because of complete

evaporation of the surface layer.

At the highest fluences (> 100 3/cm 2) large spherical droplets appear in the film,

probably by solidification of melt ejecta. Spherical droplet density is one or two orders of

magnitude lower than that of solid particulates. A deep melt is formed on the source

surface in this regime, which does not vaporize completely, and is the source of the

observed molten droplets via mechanisms discussed above.

s Simiiar behavior is observed in the fluence dependence of molten droplets

originating from a melt (Fig. 7). Particulate density is very low at low fluence levels. As

fluence increases, the number of particulates rapidly increases and then gradually

decreases. Very low particulate density is achieved at the highest fluences again, an

observation that suggests complete vaporization of the surface layer or any ejected mass in

its transit through the laser beam.

There are two regimes of operation from a practical point of view. Either very

low fluence levels must be used, sacrificing rates of evaporation and generation of

energetic species, or highest fluence levels can be used, and the presence of some particu-

lates must be tolerated.

Spinning Source Disks

Another approach is the use of a source in the shape of a disk rotating at high

speeds (Fig. 8). This causes separation of particulates from the atoms. This separation is

based on the difference in their velocities (vp and va) normal to the source surface, men-

18
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Fig. 7 Ratio of particulate density to the rate of thin film
deposition vs laser fluence in pulsed laser evaporation of
B 2 0 3 melts.
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Fig. 8 Schematic of rotating laser evaporation source.
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Ationed earlier. If the periphery of the disk is used for evaporation, all or most particles and

particulates will have the same tangential velocity vt when they leave the disk surface.

However, since va >> Vp, the particulates will drift in the tangential direction for a longer

period of time. Thus, particulate density will shift with respect to the film thickness distri-

bution and substrates placed away from the peak of particulate distribution will have fewer

particulates.

Experiments confirmed that the particulate density on one side of a large (7.5 cm

diameter) substrate was lower than on the other side (in the direction of the tangential

velocity). This difference was a factor of 2 for disk rotation speeds of - 10000 rpm and

source-substrate distances of 15 cm. Since this method spatially separates the particle and

particulate distributions, the effectiveness can be increased by increasing the source-

• substrate distance. This method is simpler to implement than the deflector vane wheel

mentioned above because of the smaller rotational inertia of a small disk. However, high

speed rotation in vacuum environment is still required. Also, because particulates emanate

with a wide angular distribution and have a wide spread in their normal velocities, the

technique reduces but does not eliminate the problem.

Use of a Second Laser Beam

The use of a second laser beam to "burn" the particulates in their flight was

conceived as a method to reduce the particulate density. This second laser beam must be

synchronized but delayed with respect to the first beam that causes the evaporation

because the evaporation and ejection of particulates do not start until after the peak of the

evaporating laser pulse. This long delay time makes optical time delay impractical.

Electronic delay between two lasers can be used.

A first order analysis indicated that the size (a0 ) of the particulates that can be

completely vaporized is related to the laser and material parameters as follows
S.

ao  E(I - R) U/s 2

where

E laser energy/pulse

R = reflectivity of the surface

20
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s = beam size

U specific heat of sublimation

Incomplete vaporization will also reduce the number of particulates incident on the

substrate since these particulates will be accelerated away from the source-substrate axis

by the jet action of the escaping vapor. Analysis indicated that the particulate size (a) is

related to the material parameters and angle of deflection from this axis by the following:

a= [I - exp(-v/vg tan a)- ao v tan

where

v = normal velocity of the particulates

v g = vapor velocity

Assuming laser energy of I J, and that all of the nonreflected energy is converted into heat,

the size of the particulates that can be completely evaporated is a0 - 10 urm, and those that

can be deflected at an angle of 45 is a = 100 jim for typical materials.

The variation of the time of arrival of the particulates (ms) to the waist of the

second beam, in relation to the pulse duration, which is microseconds, will make it

impossible for all of the particulates to be evaporated.

.* Among various approaches that have been considered, adjustment of the laser

power and careful preparation of the source material are the most practical and generally

applicable ones.

3.3 Thin Film Studies

3.3.1 IR Optical Thin Films, Ge

S.Ge Films

Thin films of Ge deposited by thermal and by laser evaporation of molten sources

were analyzed. Films deposited by pulsed laser evaporation on crystalline substrates were

found to be much more crystalline and oriented than their thermal counterparts (Fig. 9).

Experiments clarified the role of energetic ions on the nucleation and densification of films.

*21
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v ~ ~ :.-ig. 9 Transmission electron micrographs of Ge films; (a) deposited by pulsed laser

evaporation of Ge melts, and (b) deposited by thermal evaporation.

3.3.1.1 Structural Properties, Epitaxial Films

Germanium films deposited on NaCI and Si substrates at 3000C were single crys-

tal (Fig. 9) and oriented in the 100 direction when deposited by pulsed laser evaporation, and

polycrystal line, with considerably smaller grain size, when deposited by thermal evapora-

0 .tion. Vicrostructure was studied using TEM analysis of the films grown on NaCl chips, and

x-rav d ffraction and electron channeling (Fig. t0) analysis of the films grown on Si. It is to

be noted that no special cleaning procedure was used for Si except for degreasing with or-

ganic solvents. Elaborate cleaning methods and ultrahigh vacuum are generally used for

epitaxial growth of Ge on Si at similar or higher temperatures. These results suggest that
,rnilar careful surface preparation techniques might result in even lower epitaxial

i c i pera t ures.

Films deposited at lower substrate temperatures were polycrystalline, with those

prepared by laser evaporation exhibiting a higher degree of orientation and larger grain size

thai the thermal filrns.

22
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(a) SUBSTRATE

(b) FILM

Fig. 10 Electron channeling diffraction patterns of Ge films deposi-
ted by pulsed laser evaporation on Si substrates. (a) Thin
film, and (b) Si substrate.

S0_The crystalline and morphologically smooth Ge films can be used as substrates for

GaAs or CdTe films. Thus, epitaxial GaAs or CdTe films on Si substrates with the inter-

mediate Ge films can be used to make monolithic devices that have optoelectronic and sig-

nal processing capability.

3.3.1.2 Role of the Ions in the Nucleation and Densification

To understand the role of the laser-generated energetic species on thin film

properties, films were grown according to the designs of Table 3. Comparison of structural

properties indicated that (c) was single crystal and (a) was slightly more crystalline than

(b). Sample (d) exhibited the least amount of structural order. These results suggest that

23
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energetic particles in the vapor stream play a more important role in nucleation than in the

subsequent phases of film growth. In other words, once numerous oriented crystalline nuclei

form due to the effects of energetic particles on the substrate surface, crystalline order

can be maintained by deposition using less energetic thermal evaporation.

Table 3
Laser Evaporation From Ge Melts

Deposition Sequence TEM Pattern

a) IOA (Laser) + 900A (Thermal) Rings with dots

b) I0O, (Thermal) + 900A (Laser) Rings with diffused dots

c) 1OOOA (Laser) Dots

d) IOOOA (Thermal) Rings

3.3.1.3 Morphology

Films deposited by laser-assisted evaporation had very smooth and featureless

morphology whereas the thermally evaporated film had the typical rough morphology repor-

ted in the literature (Fig. 1 1).2 1 The enhanced surface adatom mobility under energetic ion

bombardment that promotes layer-by-layer growth can account for these results.

3.3.1.4 Properties of the Ions

The ionized part of the Ge evaporant stream was characterized by means of a
translatable Faraday cup. The ion current exhibited three distinct peaks with velocities of

5.5 - 106 cm/s, and 2 and 2.4 - 106 cm/s, for the fast and slow ions, respectively. The low

velocity ion peaks, that in an earlier study were found to be due to the tail portion of the

laser peak, were more prominent for liquid than solid Ge sources (Fig. 12). A possible

explanation is the increased absorptivity of molten Ge due to the presence of free carriers.

If a linear proportionality between free carrier absorption and carrier density were to hold

into the liquid state, the absorptivity at these wavelengths would be 4 . 10' cm - . This

high absorptivity makes it possible for the lower power density tail to generate its own

plasma and resulting energetic species. The tail portion of the laser pulse does not generate

a dense plasma from solid Ge, which has considerably lower absorptivity.

24
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3.3.2 Visible Wavelength Optical Thin Films

Pulsed laser evaporated thin films of refractory metal oxide dielectrics, such as
TiO 2 , HfO 2 and Ta 2 O, were studied. Refractive index values were higher than can be
obtained by e-beam evaporation alone. However, higher absorptivities were also observed.

Some films had crystalline structural order even when deposited at room temperature. A

novel reactive deposition technique was successfully demonstrated for TiO 2 films resulting

in the highest refractive index values yet observed (n = 2.44) for room temperature

deposited films.

* 3.3.2.1 TiO2. Films

VFilms deposited on room temperature glass and NaCI substrates exhibited signifi-

cant crystalline order. The former were analyzed by x-ray diffraction and the latter by

TEM. In contrast, thin films deposited by e-beam evaporation on substrates at 300 0 C did
p.,.

not exhibit any evidence of crystallinity. The crystalline phases were Ti suboxides, Ti50 9

4. or Ti 9 0 1 7 . Paucity of diffraction lines prevented unambiguous identification of the

dominant phase. TEM analysis indicated that the crystallites were small (200A average size)

were dispersed in an amorphous matrix. These crystalline films were obtained only at the

highest laser fluences (- 120 J/cm 2).

26
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Optical Properties

The refractive index (n) of the films deposited at room temperature was 2.3-2.35,

and at 300*C was 2.35-2.41. These values are higher than can be obtained by e-beam

evaporation on unheated substrates (n = 1.95-2), or on heated (T = 200'C) substrates

(n = 2.1-2.15). These films had high absorptivity (k = 0.01-0.05) whereas the e-beam

deposited films had one or two orders of magnitude lower extinction coefficients. Anneal-

ing in air lowered the extinction coefficients by about one order of magnitude, but did not

change the structural properties.

Particulates

TiO 2 films deposited by pulsed laser evaporation of an e-beam melted source did

not exhibit any reduction of particulate density over that obtained using sintered pellets.

Since the vapor pressure of liquid TiO 2 is high, source temperature could not be increased

to form a deep melt; instead only a thin skin of melt was formed by the e-beam in these

experiments. This condition and other material parameters (e.g., melt viscosity) could

account for these observations.

Laser-Induced Plasma Reactive Evaporation

TiO 2 films were deposited by pulsed laser evaporation in a plasma activated

medium with the goal of reducing the absorptivity of the as-grown films (Fig. 13). The

plasma was formed only briefly within the laser-generated plasma plume from the source

material. This plasma plume, expanding between two electrodes biased at 400 V, initiated

plasma breakdown in the background 02 gas at 10 - 4 Torr pressure. No hot electrodes, that

have short lives in highly oxidizing ambients, were used. Rather, a cold cathode discharge,

that ordinarily requires high pressures > 10- Torr, was obtained at relatively low pressures

due to the presence of the conducting volume of gas between the electrodes. These films

had the highest refractive index values for TiO 2 obtained by evaporative techniques, (n =
0

2.44). However, the absorptivity did not change, suggesting that energetic ion

. bombardment and preferential sputtering of oxygen are still very effective in controlling

p. the oxidation of Ti and its suboxides, even in the presence of active oxygen.
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3.3.2.2 HfO2. Films

HfO 2 films exhibited all the advantages and none of the drawbacks of pulsed laser

evaporation. Films had a very high refractive index (n = 2.152). The refractive index of

e-beam evaporated films on heated substrates is 1.95, increasing to 2.0 after 300'C

annealing. Laser-evaporated films had smooth morphology with no particulates, and were

S.' not absorbing indicating complete oxidation of the metal. Oxidation is affected by surface

reaction kinetics and by the degree of preferential sputtering of oxygen. Since sputtering

or momentum transfer between colliding bodies passes through a maximum when the masses

are equal, the different behavior of Ti, Zr and Hf oxides can be explained partially on the

basis of their atomic weights. The atomic weights increase in the order of 0, Ti, Zr, Hf and

the corresponding oxides have decreasing absorption, as grown, in that order.

HfO2 films were composed of oriented grains with monoclinic and orthorhombic

structure. Crystallinity (grain size and orientation) was a strong function of laser fluence.

m.1 3.3.2.3 Ta 2 O)5

Tantalum pentoxide films, deposited by pulsed laser evaporation, were completely

amorphous but had a high refractive index (n = 2.05). This could be obtained at power

density levels that produced relatively few submicron size particles, the density of which

was 1.5 x 104 /cm 2 . The absorptivity of these films was comparable to those grown by e-

beam evaporation.

.
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3.3.2.4 CeO2 Films

Films grown from CeO2 sources were crystalline and dense. These films were

oriented and had a high degree of structural order as indicated by x-ray diffraction

analysis. Films grown under high fluences (- 100 3/cm 2) had the Ce6 Oll structure and

those grown at lower fluences (25 J/cm 2) were CeO2 . All films were grown under identical

conditions of substrate temperature, gas pressure, and deposition rates. Therefore, it is

thought that loss of 02 due to preferential sputtering at high fluences may produce

subox ides.

The refractive index of the films deposited at room temperature was 2.42 and the

extinction coefficient was in the range of 0.001-0.01.

3.3.2.5 Diamond-Like Carbon Films

Thin films of carbon were deposited by pulsed laser evaporation of high purity

graphite on Si and quartz substrates. These films had very smooth morphologies and a

mostly amorphous structure. Selected area diffraction results indicated that small (- 50A)
grains of possibly crystalline material are embedded in the amorphous structure. Raman

spectra of the film clearly indicated that the film was a mixture of graphitic and diamond-

like material (Fig. 14). Two peaks can be resolved in this spectrum that correspond to

different modes of C-C vibrations.

Electrical resistivity of the diamond-like carbon films increased with laser

fluence. The highest resistivity was 600 a-cm. This is 2 xI04 times higher than the

resistivity of graphitic films obtained by cw laser evaporation of graphite.

Optical properties also depended on laser power. Transmission properties of the

best quality film is shown in Fig. 15 and compared to films obtained by cw laser evaporation

of graphite and diamond. 2 2 The refractive index values were 2.2-2.6 for 1.06 wavelength.

The absorption in the visible range was high (1000 cm - 1) and depended strongly on

wavelength. IR absorption of the best films was between 400 and 500 cm- 1 for the

wavelength range of 2-10 microns.
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Fig. 14 Raman spectrum of diamond-like carbon films deposited by
pulsed laser evaporation of graphite targets. Laser fluence
was 125 3/cm 2.
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Optical analysis of the plasma emission indicated neutral, singly, doubly and

triply ionized species. The emission intensity, or number density, increased with fluence,
and saturated for fluence values above 20 J/cm2 . Electrical analysis of the plume indicated

5 distinct ion arrival times or ion velocities. These ranged from 2-10 x 106 cm/s. These

velocities were not numerical multiples of each other. This suggests that a possible simple

model of an accelerating potential is not valid, since this would require that species in

different ionization states have velocities that are multiples of each other. No molecular

species (i.e., C-C,C-O) were observed.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Pulsed laser evaporation has recently become a practical and feasible technique
for thin film deposition. It offers several advantages over other physical vapor deposition

techniques. Congruent evaporation is important in preserving the film and source stoichi-

rf ometry of, especially, multicomponent materials. Recent success with the deposition of
high Tc superconducting materials6 is a good example. The presence of highly energetic, as
well as ionized and excited species in the vapor has been shown to improve density and

microstructure of the films as well as the corresponding macroscopic properties. Several
limitations have also been identified. The rate of evaporation, density, and energy of

energetic species are coupled through their dependence on laser power, and therefore lacks

the elements of control of competing ion-assisted deposition techniques. Even though

similar degrees of improvement of film properties can be achieved by both techniques, this

limitation may restrict the range of usefulness of laser evaporation. On the other hand,

laser-assisted evaporation is a high vacuum technique. The bombarding ions are the same

species as those that constitute the film. Therefore, entrapment of gases (e.g., Ar) and the
resulting degradation of film properties is eliminated in this technique. Splashing or

generation of melt drops or solid particulates imposes limitations on deposition conditions

and usable materials. However, it is expected that future developments in this area will

alleviate this problem. Below we discuss some of the practical aspects of this technique.

4.1 Practical Aspects of Pulsed Laser Evaporation

In the practical application of this technique the quality of the films, the rate of

evaporation, uniformity over large area substrates and compatibility with other concurrent

deposition techniques must be considered.

Rate of Evaporation

*l Laser evaporation rates are limited by the power input to the laser source, heat

of sublimation, surface reflectivity and heat losses. The power output of typical TEA-CO 2

lasers is - 30 W, that of excimer and Nd:YAG lasers is - 10 W. Taking into account the
losses in the optical elements used to deliver a focussed beam onto the sources (e.g, 15% in
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molybdenum mirrors), source reflectivity (e.g., - 21% in Ti0 2), and nonevaporative proc-

esses, the deposition rate for typical materials is calculated to be - 5-O A/s. These values

are calculated with the additional restriction of uniform deposition over a substrate 3 cm in

diameter. The observed rate is often less, indicating that a smaller fraction of the beam

energy goes into vapor formation. Some of the possible energy loss paths are: (a) the energy

in the periphery of the laser beam heats the source but not to the point of vaporization; (b)

absorption and reflection of the energy by the plasma, and (c) pressure of the vapor

displaces the melt, thus removing it from the evaporation zone. The heat of fusion of the

displaced material will not contribute to the evaporation.

The above arguments indicate that high rates of evaporation (> 5x/s) over large

substrates cannot be obtained due to power limitations of typical laboratory lasers.

Laser Fluence

Many of the advantages of the pulsed laser evaporation are realized only when

highest fluences are used, especially for dielectric materials. Furthermore, medium rates

(l-5X/s) and for some materials even low rates (O-IX/s) of evaporation can be obtained only

at these high fluences. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, particulates are generated at these

fluences. Often a compromise between film crystallinity, rate and particulate density must

be made.

.,..
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* 6.1 Properties of thin PbF2 films deposited by cw and pulsed laser

assisted evaporation
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Properties of thin PbF 2 films deposited by cw and pulsed laser
assisted evaporation

Haluk Sankur

Thin films of lead fluoride were deposited by means of cw or pulsed laser assisted evaporation and were
characterized for their structural and optical properties. Continuous wave laser evaporated films had smooth
morphology, good optical transmission, and oriented columnar grain structure. The crystallinity of the pulse
laser evaporated films, as measured by x-ray diffraction peak intensities, was found to be higher than the cw
laser or e -beam evaporated films and was found to depend on the laser pulse energy density (fluence). These
films, however, had higher absorption in the visible range.

I. Mtrodution whereas in (d) molecular heat of dissociation is re-
The performance, stability, and even feasibility of leased at the surface.

many optical devices depend on the physical proper- PbF2, an intermediate index (1.76), soft material,
ties of the thin films that constitute these devices, useful for the visible and IR range (0. 25-17-Mm trans-
Physical vapor deposited films are well known to con- mission range), was chosen to study the characteristics
tain voids, the fraction of which can be as large as 40% of the evaporation processes. Thin PbF 2 films depos-
for some evaporated materials (e.g., CaF 2).I The ef- ited by cw and pulsed CO2 lasers as well as by e-beam
fect of this is a lower than bulk and somewhat process- evaporation were characterized to understand the ef-
dependent refractive-index, ambient sensitivity due to fects of the laser evaporation conditions on the struc-
adsorption of moisture that alters the values of the ture and optical properties of the films. It was found
index and thin film stress. Several novel approaches that the structural order can be enhanced using a high-
(e.g., ion assisted deposition) 2 that address the above power pulsed laser. The increased crystallinity of the
problem have been successfully tried. These tech- films is attributed to the high-energy content of the
niques enhance the adatom mobility by depositing evaporant plume and possibly to the pulsed nature of
controlled amounts of energy at the growth surface. the evaporation.

The technique used in our study, laser assisted evap- II. Expedmeal
oration, is a high-vacuum physical vapor deposition
technique where the average energy of the evaporating Details of the experimental apparatus for the laser
species is higher than thermal energy. Some advan- evaporation are described in Ref. 6. The source mate-
tages of these techniques are (a) congruent evapora- rial was a mixture of a- and 0-PbF2 in pellet form. The

, tion of most compounds; (b) high-kinetic-energy con- films were grown on glass and low-conductivity Si sub-
tent of the vapor in the plume 3; (c) existence of ionized strates at room temperature and at pressures of 2 X
and excited species in the plume 4; (d) complete disso- 10-7 Torr. The average deposition rate was 20 A/s,
ciation of the molecular species' Therefore, the laser and film thickness was 1 urm. To study the effect of the
becomes a heat source to vaporize as well as impart rate of deposition on the film properties the rate was
hyperthermal ene-gies to a fraction of the evaporants. varied in the 0.1-100-A/s range. Similarly the effect of
In (b) and (c) the energy transport to the surface is in ambient gases was studied by varying the 02 pressure
the form of kinetic and electronic energy of the atoms, in the system in the 2 X 10-7-5 X 10- 5-Torr range.

Oxygen was chosen to also investigate the possibility of
formation of lead oxides or oxyfluorides.

The cw CO2 laser was used unfocused, whereas the
The author is with Rockwell International Center, P.O. Box 1085, pulsed laser (a Lumonics model 820 C0 2 TEA laser, 3-i

Thousand Oaks. California 91360 maximum pulse energy) was focused to various spot
Received 8 February 1986. sizes by AR-coated ZnSe lenses. The pulsed laser

* -0003-6935/86/121962-04502.00/0. output was varied between 0.125 and 0.4 J, whereas the
C 1986 Optical Society of America. fluence was varied between 0.1 and 30 J/cm 2 by varying
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Fig. 1. Crystallinity of PbF, films vs laser beam energy density.

both the focused spot size and incident energy. The not indicate decomposition in the case of cw laser
focused spot size was determined by measuring the evaporation; extensive decomposition occurred in the
dimensions of burn patterns on ground glass or Styro- thermal evaporation boat.
foam slabs.

The films were analyzed by x-ray diffraction for B. Pulsed Evaporation
structural properties. The optical parameters, index The temporal nature of the evaporation under
and extinction coefficient were obtained by analyzing pulsed laser irradiation was determined with an ioniza-
the transmittance and reflectance spectra of the films tion gauge located above the source. The pulsed laser
in the 0.4-0.8-um range and curve fitting by varying produced pressure rises of up to 10-4 Torr from a base
the dispersion parameters. The curve fitting method pressure of 2 X 10-7 Torr. The time constant of the
that uses a converging power series in a chromatic electronics of the ionization gauge apparatus did not
coordinate is explained in Ref. 7. allow accurate measure of the decay time of the pres-

The luminescence in the evaporant plume due to sure spike and may also have limited the measure of
laser-matter interaction was analyzed by means of an the height of the spike; however, assuming the evapo-
optical multichannel analyzer coupled to a spectrome- ration times comparable to laser pulse width (approxi-
ter in the 200-900-nm range. The pressure variations mately microseconds) and using calculated deposited
due to pulsed evaporation were measured by means of thickness per pulse (0.1-2 A/pulse), very high (2_ W( A/s)
an ionization gauge. The contents of the evaporation instantaneous rates can be expected to occur during
plume were investigated by an RGA. Both the ion pulsed laser deposition. The average deposition rate
gauge and RGA were in direct line of sight to the was maintained at 20 A/s by adjusting the pulse repeti-
source. tion rate (10-50 Hz) for each energy density level.

The x-ray diffraction intensity of the (111) 3-PbF2
A. Continuous Wave Laser Evaporation line of the films grown by pulsed laser evaporation and

Continuous wave laser evaporated films were found other techniques is shown in Fig. 1. The crystalline
to have smooth morphology and columnar grains as order, interpreted as the degree of orientation of the
observed under SEM analysis. The refractive index grains and the order within the grains, shows a steep
(1.76 at 632.8 nm) was found to be independent of increase for laser pulsed fluences above 1-J/cm
evaporation rate from 0.1 to 100 A/s. The films were threshold. Below this threshold the effect on crystal-
oriented in Lne (111) direction with minute amounts of linity of the deposition method whether pulsed, cw

J (311) orientation of $-phase. Films thicker than 5pm laser or e-beam, was minimal.
showed evidence of cracking. The optical properties The threshold for increased crystallinity also coin-
of the films were similar to the films prepared by e- cided with the onset of luminescence from the plume
beam evaporation, although the latter had less struc- (Fig. 2). Detailed analysis of the luminescence indi-
tural order (Fig. 1). The films prepared by boat evap- cated many atomic lines that belong to Pb and F neu-
oration (ceramic coated tungsten wire boats) had poor tral and ionized states (Fig. 3). The luminescence
crystallinity and high absorption. No evidence of ex- intensity of Fig. 2 is the integrated signal over the
cited species luminescence was observed in the plume spectral range of response of a photodiode. This sig-
of the cw laser evaporated material. Comparison of nal consists of a continuum background and many
the plume contents by a quadrupole mass analyzer well-defined sharp emission lines. The laser power
failed to indicate any consistent difference between dependence of the individual emission lines intensi-
PbF 2 evaporated from a boat and by a cw laser. In ties, which are representative of the number density of
each case F 2, F, Pb, PbF, PbF2, and Pb+ signals were the emitting species, was in general different from the
observed. Visual inspection of the source material did dependence shown in Fig. 2. The latter consisted of a

15 June 1986 / Vol 25, No. 12 / APPLIED OPTICS 1963
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-- ,, III. Discussion

._ __The structure and optical properties of evaporated
4 2 thin PbF, films were found to depend on evaporation

340 ... F conditions. The effect of the pulsed laser assisted
evaporation on the thin film structure is believed to be
due to the presence of energetic species (i.e., ions,K . excited species, and particles with high kinetic ener-

30 gies) and possibly to the UV radiation in the evaporant
47 ,, 620 - plume. The effect of these is presumably increased

00 1b, surface adatom mobility and rearrangement.
Fig. 3. Luminescence spectra ot PbF by ('0. TEA laser heating The effect of very high instantaneous deposition
-povtr den~iv% -- , x 10' NN cm-J (ai 201.6-62v.9 nm range: ' b) rates, where the energy of formation and sublimation

606..7,-K1 nm range Note the scale factor, for each spectrum. of PbF 2 are released at the surface in a very short time,
must also be considered as a possible rapid annealing
heat source. Assuming that the deposition takes place
during the laser pulse time tp and that the heat is

threshold followed by steep increase with beam energy released within the diffusion distance (GD X tp, where
% density and saturation beyond 20 J/cm2 . D is the heat diffusivity of the material), instantaneous

The refractive index of the films was found to be 1.76 temperature excursions of 2500 C are calculated for 1-
- 0.02, independent of growth conditions. The ex- A/pulse average PbF2 deposition rate. These tem-

tinction coefficient, however, showed a clear depen- perature excursions are high enough that some anneal-
dence on the incident energy density with the films ing of the growing layer could occur.
grown at higher fluences being more absorptive (Fig. Future planned experiments that will investigate
4). These films were also found to have particulates the relative abundance and the role of the ions (e.g., by
(0.1-1-Mum size) in the form of jagged chunks similar to electrostatic deflection or retardation) and the effect
those in the source pellet and for the highest fluences of the high deposition rates (that can be varied with the
in the form of rounded disks indicative of splashed source to substrate distance) should clarify the above
molten droplets. The source material was observed to issue.
be discolored and to contain minuscule metallic parti- Small amounts of free Pb was observed in the source
cles reminiscent of the boat evaporated source materi- material following evaporation by pulsed laser or by
al, which also became severely discolored and decom- joule heating of a crucible due to decomposition of
posed to produce millimeter size Pb beads. PbF2. This suggests that the absorption in the films

SEM observation indicated that the films had co- grown under these conditions may be due to excess Pb
lumnar grains. TEM analysis confirmed the crystal incorporated in the films by coevaporation of Pb with
symmetry of the structure and did not indicate any PbF2 . Since the vapor pressure of Pb over PbF2 is
free Pb clusters that were expected to account for the higher than that over Pb,8 high local temperatures
absorption. Analytical techniques based on e-beam (e.g., near the crucible walls or at the center of the
excitation of the material, such as Auger analysis, were pulsed laser beam) are necessary to coevaporate Pb

i, found to decompose the surface of PbF 2 and thus did with PbF 2.
not provide reliable stoichiometric data. Possible The possibility of high deposition rates contributing
stoichiometric differences between the cw and pulsed to optical absorption must be considered, because un-
laser grown films were found to be beyond the sensitiv- der these conditions free Pb may be buried in the film

1964 APPLIED OPTICS / Vol. 25. No. 12 / 15 June 1986
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before it has reacted with fluorine. In the pulsed laser The author gratefully acknowledges W. Gunning
evaporation, less than a monolayer (-1 A) is deposited and J. T. Nelson for many useful discussions, E. H.
per pulse followed by a 20-100-ms interval where the Cirlin for SEM analysis, P. Kobrin for XPS analysis
surface is bombarded by residual fluorine and back- and revision of the text and the partial support of
ground gases, thus giving Pb ample exposure for reac- AFOSR under AFOSR #F49620-84-C-0091.
tion. Thus it is concluded that the evaporation rather
than deposition conditions account for the high ab-
sorption in the films deposited by pulsed laser or joule
heating.
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6.2 Plasma luminescence generated in laser evaporation
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Plasma luminescence generated in laser evaporation of dielectrics
H. Sankur, J G Nelson, A. T. Pritt, Jr., and W. J. Gunning
Ro,.,,' nw,"rtatt.nd; ,, Center Thouswnd Oak,. California 91360

(Recetied 21 February 19M). accepted 2 September 1986)

Emission from the plasniu generated Ahen a pulsed CO, laser is used to eaporate dielectric
material, i, anal zed in the 2(WI-Q(k) nm region b% means of an optical multichannel anal.zer

% Atomi, spectro consisting of c,citcd neutral and sing', doubl%. and tnpl) ionized species were
obsersed from laser irradiatIon ofAl O .. Si).. ZnO. PbI .TiO. and HfO. Emission from the B-
X transition of AI() sa, obscrsed under \acuum conditions becoming more intense in the

presence of addd aje, A,,uming local thermal equilibrium, plasma temperatures %ere
calculated usink th ncml,,,in intciii, of seseral selected atomic species Possible effects of the

obserscd phenomnca ott propcr t' ot thin films deposited b laser-assisted deposition are
discussed

I. INTRODUCTION some tripl. ionized species %ere Identified In addition, b
M \feo 1 tr Iusing a hx.al thermal equilibrium model, the temperature of

Man> of the proprtec of thin tiif-' p men h I,, tuf the plama %%as calculated using the intensif\ of sele.ied

of he,. fi.lmn , h e, asef olt at,:;! af Ihc Opa - atom, lines Finall., the dependence of the luminescence

densit. cr stalln e r er. t ie-!! i ,,t'r ,, ar,,er -the op ) a, intensit\ on both laser lmp er and am bient ga, pressure %a-
' , g.. index uad mcchaicl stre- pripertte a, %e L, stded'

ambient sensmiT it. offthee tii Sin !.rls clCt riL,! char s

acteristic are ,,et1sitS Ito t: ,iru.tur.A! idcer in the case 01 . EXPERIMENTAL
scmiconiductor filni-

Th, structure dcpcnd, not onl on the natcrial and sub- The luminescence experiments %ere performed in a stain-

strafe temperature. but als, ot the dcpoition proces ' h less-steel sacuum chamber ( Fig I in %hich the base pres-

has long been recognized that deposition of esaporated spc- sure was maintained in the 2 10 to 2 10 Torr range

cies allo,ss limited degree of control on the film structutire. The chamber was fitted with NaCI windous that are trans-

especiall. %hen the substrate temperature,, are kept belo%, missise to 10.6-,um laser radiation as well as ultrasiolet

optimum growth temperatures ' Several nosel deposition (U%') and visible radiation from the plume lumines.ence A

methods (e g.. ion-assisted deposition) that utilize nonther- Lumonics (model 810) TEA-CO: laser was used in multi-

mal means of raising the effective surface temperature and mode operation. The CO. laser beam was focused on the

, enhancing surface adatom mobilit) have produced dense targets using 40-cm focal length NaCI or Ar-coated ZnSe

crystalline structure in thin films Pulsed laser-assisted dep-
osition is one such emerging technique which has a unique
combination of advantageous features and has been used to
produce high-qualit) films for electro-optical applications, ;

"* It produces congruent evaporation of compounds with near
complete dissociation of molecular species.' In addition, the
evaporant plume contains ions and excited species.4 The lat-
ter are thought to impart hyperthermal energies to the film LASER EAM r TARGET

growth surface and improve structural properties by en- FOCUSING LENS/ MATERIALS

hancing surface adatom mobilitv.
Since the advent of high-power lasers, many aspects of the

interaction of the laser radiation with materials have been
studied. These studies include laser damage in laser trans-
parent materials, laser radiation-matter interactions at
very high power densities used for fusion related work,' and
laser-induced breakdown in absorbing materials in air. COLLIMATING LENS

4 However. detailed analyses of the laser-vaporized and excit- VACUUM

ed plume used in the thin-film deposition process and study CHAMBER-R

of the relationship of energetic plume constituents and film/ ONOCHROMATOR

properties have not been made. This work addresses the first VARIABLE

issue by employing optical techniques to analyze the plume. LEAK VALVE OMA

A high-power (3 J/pulse) CO-TEA laser was used toLPLOTTER
vaporize various dielectric targets (e.g., AI,O,). The result-

ing plume was analyzed with an optical multichannel ana- Fis, I Schematic (f the expermental apparatus used in the luminecenm

lyzer. Numerous excited neutral and singly, doubl), and studies.

is J. Vac. Sol. Technol. A 5 (1), Jan/Feb 1987 0734-2101/187/010015-07$01.00 'c 1987 American Vacuum Society Is
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16 Sankur et aL: Plasma luminescence generated in laser evaporation of dielectrics 16

lenses. the posit on of%% hich % ith respect to the target could the plasma luminescence was intense, it %%a, not necessar. to
be %aried in order to ,arN the pos.er densit. on the target. focus the emitted light onto the monochromator slit. On oc-
The laser power %%as also attenuated using Fresnel reflection casion, neutral densitN filters were needed to pre% ent satura-
plates of ZnSe. NaCI. GaAs. and Ge. which when used in tion of the detector arraN.
,arious combinations proided incremental attenuation in
51", steps The method of ,arying the discharge voltage to
.ar, the laser output was not used. except in one experiment, Ill. RESULTS
since this also alters the disergence and the mode distribu- A. Luminescence
tion in the beam. The laser pulse consisted of a main peak The typical temporal behasior of the plasma emission is
that -as 00 ns ide follo ed b a smaller tail shich ended shownin Fig. 2. This example is ofa Si"lineat 440nm and is
at I 1 ils The fraction of the energ. in the tail could be also characteristic ofother lines. The decay time of the lumi-
adusted by "arying the laser gas mix. nescence is -I ps, which correlates with the laser pulse

_ Laser pulse energ\ was measured with a Gentec model width including the tail. The spectrum of AI.O, from 200-
ED 500 energ) meter. The maximum laser output of 3 J w as 900 nm is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Only the prominent
reduced to - 2 J at the target due to attenuation in the mo- peaks are labeled, but most of the 222 lines seen in this spec-lxbdenum mirrors used to steer the beam on the target and
,,Frene mrrosss umdse nd ns e the amn oerg a tral range were identified' as either neutrals, or singly. dou-
Fresnel losses in % indows and lenses The amount of energy bly. or triply ionized atomic species. Molecular species were
actually absorbed by the target w;as less than the abos e % alucdue to reflectit% of the targets The average reflecti Itie,, obsers ed only for AlO, under high- acuum conditions. Thedeo eiie Te rSiO. spectrum contained a significant number of identifiable
are gisen in Table I The incident etrgy densities were ar- lines. The spacing of the lines in the Al.O, and SiO. spectra

-. ***"ied from 3 to 65 J/cm' b% the above-mentioned methods.
The targets consisted ofcr.stalline sapphire. fused quartz. was sufficiently large that the lines could be unambiguously

assigned Such was not the case for HfO. and TiO.. The
and sintered pellets ofZnO. PbF., HfO.. and TiO. The post- extremel. rich emission spectrum of Hf and Ti resulted in
tion. of these with respect to the laser beam \ ere varied to oerlapofmanyfeatureswhichmadeassignmentofthelines
expose fresh surface or ne material Fig. 1 -very difficult. Identification of spectral lines was further

'r The chamber pressure \,as maintained at -2 • 10 lorr comphcatedb, theslight nonlinearit,,ofthewaelengthaxis
during most of the experiments. In the experiments to studye
the effect of the ambient gases on the plasma luminescence used for quantitai oe analysis.

and the feasibilty of reactise evaporation, a leak sake as ThespectraofZnO and PbF.couldalsobeunambiguous-

used to introduce gases. the pressures of %% hich Awere con- h analyzed These contained many neutral and singly ion-
trolled betveen 2 .. 10- '-2 - 10 ' Torr These gases %%ere Iv. av ... eec nan d a Nn urlan ig -in

-trlled beissegna2 . 0 10 Tor Hes ized lines, but relatively few doubly ionized atomic emission
ultrahigh purty, grade N.. 0.. Ar and He. lines. The apparent lower excitation level in the plume can be
the plasma luminescence wsas observed at right angles to attributed in part to lower laser absorptivities and in part to

t bT i d - higher vapor pressures (P) for these materials relative to
Jarrel-Ash 0.25-m monochromator fitted wkith a 600 line, those of the other four oxides. The laser energy is absorbed in.__, mm holographic grating. The dispersed radiation %%as dc-mm hologaphc gatngThe dyconispese radiatin-sd- a larger volume yet substantial evaporation occurs at rela-
tected by a focal plane array consisting of 1024 25-um-%ide C tively low temperatures (e.g., P = 10-4 Torr at < 820 *C for
detecting elements A Tracor Northern (model 1710) opti- PbF-)
cal muhtichannel analyzer used to store and sum indisidual The intensity ofeach ofthe atomic lines is directly propor-
spectra. With this combination of grating and camera, spec-
tral intervals of 190-nm bandwidth were collected. A loss- tire emitting statedistribution, therefore, can beobtained by

pressure Hg discharge lamp was used to calibrate the spec- tiviing state lin terefoeits associated sponta-

trum from 200--900 nm. The resolution of the dividing each atomic line intensity by
oaneous emission rate" weighed by its degeneracy. A plot of

monochromator (25-m slits) and OMA was -2 A perheexcitedstatedistributionforatomicaluminum
uelement. A slight nonlinearity in the dispersion grating af-Fig. 4.

ecd ote wa e e aura y a en when th Except for the point designated as 3961 A in Fig. 4, these
ends of the OMA scan were calibrated by a Hg lamp, the data indicate a linear relationship in which the slope deter-
center region was found to deviate by as much as 5 A. Since mined by a linear least-squares analysis defines a Boltzmann

1% "temperature of 6600 K. Although the number of emitting
. TABL.F I Reflectivit, (R) values for the materials studied at 10.6pum (Ref states presented in Fig. 4 is not extensive, the state distribu-

tion strongly suggests that local thermodynamic equilibrium
_ _ _ _ _ _ _is established within the viewing volume of the spectrom-

Material R eter.1
Each of the atomic transitions reported in Fig 4 termin-

A1O, 0 15 ates on the ground state, placing a major caveat in this analy-
4 ,To 021 sis. If a significant population of ground-state atoms is pres-

P- o 32 ent in the plume, radiation trapping of these atomic
ZnO 020 transitions alters the analysis The oscillator strengths for

%. these transitions, however, are similar and the change in the
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17 Sankur et at. Plasma luminescence generated In laser evaporation of dielectrics 17

.5, I I I I I I T A similar analysis for the excited states of silicon neutrals

ESEAM ENERGY i is presented graphically in Fig. 5. For the silicon emissions.
the Boltzmann temperature (6700 K) is of the same order of
magnitude as that found for Al. Both AI,O, and SiO, are not

transmitting at l0.6,um, have similar reflectivities (see Ta-
-e ble 1) and similar bond energies. Hence, it is not surprising

that the atomic state distributions for neutral Al and Si
atoms yield similar temperatures when subjected to equiva-

V. . lent laser fluxes.

I B. Power and pulse-shape dependence
0 1 2 3 4 5

TIME s The power density dependence of the plasma emission was
studied by varying the incident laser energ) density by using

Fia. 2Temporal beha~tor of the lurnie.ence signal of the e'aporani atienuators and lenses in the path of the beam. Figure 6
plume of SiO_ at 4

40-nrn %%a%eeigih shows the intensity versus reciprocal laser energy of neutral
(3961, 3944,A), singly ionized (3587,A) and doubly ionized

effecti, e emission rate due to trapping results in similar life- (4525, 4480,A) Al species. At low% energy levels, all species
timet lenetihening for ech of the erming states If the degree emit at roughly the same intensity.- But, as the power is in-

% of trapping Is reliel ' sniall, thesc s ' ieniatic errors 'AOi'ld creased, the neutral species intensity passes through a maxi-
V tend ito cancel. leas ing the Interpretation of the result,, unal- mum at 20 J/cm' and then decrease in intensity. The doubly

tered ionized species continue to increase in inesty past the 20

00

8 03 7n.00 946 7nn

S691 Anm At 831 9 nmI

2 00

.5,,

WAVELENGTH i.)

FIG. 3. Spectrum of the luminescence of the eva-
* porani plume of AI,O, under TEA-CO. laser

-Al' radiation. (Power density > 10' W,'cm'.)

A* AiO

. 0



18 Sankur et&.: Plasma luminescence generated in laser evaporation of dielectrics
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% 3944 A].
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Fwi, 4 Number densit, of thc Al lurnin,,ent: specie' plotied. l i a! 1 5 3 4 5 6 7 5 9 10 5

excited state energie, in theesaporant plumeofA 020J cmr cr.- '" ' WLUEi:rlj 1 100 cm
2 

J

Ftit 6 Incident laser energp dependence of selected ncutra! and ionized

J/cm 2 fluence point, however, with a weaker dependence on emission line intensities in the esaporant plume of Al 1.

fluence. The case of singly ionized species is in bet%een the
behavior of neutral and doubly ionized species.

The above-described behavior at high fluences can be at-
tributed to the absorption of the incident laser radiation by
the plasma. As the laser energy increases, the plasma be-
comes more dense as additional material is vaporized. After
reaching a critical density, the absorption of the laser radi-
ation in the plasma increases so that the latter becomes opa-
que to the laser.' This absorbed energy goes into creating
more highly ionized species, thus increasing the Al +  and TARGET SI02

Al ' emission over that of the neutral species. Figure 7 shows

I-2 10

10iSic NUMBER DENSITY vs ENERGY LEVEL 28

10 1412.9 nm)

TARGET: S402

1

IP

Si + (381 nm))

Z

1

5 8.5 61

UPPER STATE ENERGY Ei leVI 1.0 iVE J11 2 0

Fi, 5 Same as Fig 4 for Si" in the evaporant plume or'SiO. FiG 7 Same as Fig 6 for Si specie- in the eaporant plume of Sio(
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19 Sankur eta.: Plasma luminescence generated In laser evaporation of dielectrics 19

the increase in excited Si species concentration with laser ciated with breakdown was observed in the gas in the ab-
fluence sence of a solid target even under the highest pressures (0.2

To determine 'he effect of the laser pulse tail on the lumi- Torr) and highest energy densities used in the experiments.
nescence spectrum. the energy content of the tail was re- The possibility of lower gas breakdown threshold in the Ni-
duced to a negligible value by eliminating the N. from the cinity of a solid surface was also investigated To this end,

laser gas mixture. Total energy of this pulse was made equal nonabsorbing solid targets consisting of polished Al disks

to that of a pulse with a tail by adjusting the laser discharge and Si wafers were used. In high vacuum and at 20 J/cm:
voltage The luminescence spectrum ofA 20 at 12.5 J/cm- incident energy, many of the neutral and some ionized spe-

fluence lesel was found to be essentiall\ unaffected by the cies of the metal atoms were observed albeit at lower intensi-
presence or absence of a tail in the laser pulse. ties than in the spectra of their respectise oxides. When 0-

gas was introduced, excited 0, species were observed onl.,
C. Molecular lines when metal (Al or Si) species %%ere present in the plasmri

Molecular emission bands %%ere obsersed only for AIO, Hence, we conclude that injection of excited or ionized solid

sources %k hen radiated under high-vacuum conditions ( 10 - target atoms are necessary for initiating the gas breakdok n

Torr) (Fig. 8). These red degraded bands are attributed to
the Ai = 0 progression of the B 2

1 --X 1 - transition in IV. DISCUSSION
AIG Several ,erN strong atomic lines were superimposed on In this work. optical techniques were used to analyze the

the %kea n.. ecular bands, making vibration distribution plasma luminescence generated when an absorbing dielec-

rne,Y,-, -.ner. - impossible tric material is evaporated b. a pulsed laser. Results indicate
Tht: .._iensity of the molecular emission band increased that optical breakdown in the evaporating target as well a,

*mith gas pressure as show n in Fig. 9. but the distribution of absorption of radiation by the evaporating plume at high
%ibritional states did not change with gas pressure. Unex- fluences produce numerous excited and ionized species The

pectedl\. the molecular emrission band intensit\ ssas en- resultant high temperatures cause dissociation so that onlk
har,:ed not onl\ in the precnce ofO but also in the presence very weak molecular emission is obsers ed in vacuum Belo\'.
of other gases. namel%. He. N, and Ar at comparable pres- we discuss some aspects of the resuls as v, eli as rele aoce of
sures the present work to thin-film growth

D. Effect of ambient gases The dependence of the intensit. of molecular band emis-

Experiments carried out in the presence of a gas showed sion on the gas pressure and virtual independence on the gas

that the eaporant plasma interacted with the gas in the species indicate that the collisions in the gas phase promote

chamber and produced discharge in the gas. Photographs of this emission in the vicinity of the surface. Pending further

the plasma taken with various filters indicated a luminous experiments, it is not known whether this enhancement is

core adjacent to the target surface surrounded by one or two due to the collisional cooling ofthe plasma that would allow

pale envelopes for all materials tested. In general, the relatis e gas phase formation of the molecular species, or whether the

and absolute intensity of the lines of the target material did slowing of the plasma expansion front in the presence ofany

not change as much with gas pressure as the intensity of gas allows emission of longer lived molecular species that

atomic lines of the ambient gas (e.g., Ar). The latter in- would normally escape the detection area before relaxing to

creased monotonically with pressure (Fig. 10). the lov er energ. state. Because AIO lifetimes (7) are rela-

The possibility that the plasma in the ambient gas may be tively long {e.g.. 7[ A10(r' = 0 to v" = 0 transition) I = 236
due to the breakdown in the gas directly by the high electric ns} " and the velocities of many species are relatively large

I field of the laser radiation was tested. No fluorescence asso- (U,, = 2 >( 10 cm/s), the possibility that molecular species

AI-O MOLECULAR EMISSION BAND AT 0.2 Torr 02 PRESSURE

,

" AL-0

5143 Fir. 8. Luminescence spectrum of the

4476 4527 4832 molecular emission band in the evapor-
4857

Z X ant plume of AIO, in the presence ofO 2
W- Tor" ofO,. Fluence is 20 J/cm

.z 4937"

2
0 4649 5093

0 07

WAVELENGTH 1A1
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20 Sankur etal: Plasma luminescence generated In laser evaporation of dielectrics 20

0 4 T I I I possibly rendering this method impractical. On the other

02 hand, the above opens the possibility ofdepositing a thin film
Ar out ofa plasma "collisional zone," as described in Ref. 14. In

03 this case, the collision of two intersecting evaporant plumes
produces a high-density region out of which material con-
denses on a surface placed across the bisector of the direc-
tions of the plumes. Solid particulates and molten droplets
are not scattered by the high-density region and, therefore.

N2 avoid impinging on the substrate
z Preliminary experiments indicate that the emission spec-
a 0 itrum of the plume does not depend on the absence or pres-

ence of the pulse tail, so long as the total energy of the pulse
remains the same. Since the pulse tail may contain up to one-

o ___0__________________half of the total energy at less than 100th the power of the
0 2 4 6 8 10 spike, we conclude that in the low fluence regime (<20 J/

PRESSURE (mTo,') cm-), the energy ofthe pulse determines the spectral charac-
teristics of the plume.

ti,. - Anh 'tii x,. prc,-.., I ni. '. 'n' c,, r bil . The results indicate that the laser-vaporized material
f, A (i . R I. ii' ,: puT: . o . (I ltucn]c 1, 21, plume contains many species with energies well above that

J or,. given by the equilibrium thermal evaporation. Furthermore.
the laser fluence as well as the type of laser offer some degree

nia escape the opt icallk sampled olunc s (ithin 2 cm of of control on the type and energy distribution of the energet-
the target surface, must be considered Io ansiier the abo% e ic species. The energetic component of the vapor plume is
question the emission from a larger volume must be sam- known to affect the properties of thin films deposited by
pled various techniques. " This is due to the atomic reordering

The feasibiltt of reacti,,e eaporation A here the plume at the growth surface because ofenhanced adatom mobility.
excites the ambient gas (see results abo'e) is %Aorth consid- The precise roles of the ions, energetic neutrals. excited spe-
ering. The high pressures necessary to initiate a plasma in the cies, UV and visible radiation, or the possibilit. oftheir syn-
host gas will cause excessi%e scattering of the evaporants. ergistic effect are not yet fully known.

While the atomic species will not reach the thin-film sub-
strate in their excited states due to their short lifetimes (or-

105 .der of nanoseconds) and due to large source-substrate dis-
LEGEND A tances (decimeters), many ions, metastable species, and

co 4645, excited molecular species will reach the substrate carrying
. 0- (4336: electronic and kinetic energies. Experiments are underway
C 0" 4348e

104 0 O 4413 j to investigate the specific role of these species on the film
properties of several dielectric materials.

S. 3158 Our sampling technique spatially averages a volume of
aS,- (2876, about 2 cm'. Calculations and experimental results of pre-

SSi (3079) vious investigators indicated the spatially nonuniform na-
c ture in the laser-induced plasma ofan evaporant plume. Ex-S10

3
a 7Sio 3  periments are underway to determine the extent of

uniformity of the plume in our case. In the application of
0 laser-induced evaporation to deposit thin films, the plume

p
nonuniformity is likely to have little effect because of sub-

2io 2  strate rotation and variations in the orientation of the plume

0 axis due to target surface irregularities. 1
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Dense crystalline ZrO2 thin films deposited by pulsed-laser evaporation
H. Sankur, J. DeNatale, W. Gunning, and J. G. Nelson
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(Received 10 November 1986; accepted 10 May 1987)

A TEA-CO, laser was used to evaporate solid targets of ZrO, at power densities of 0.25 to
1. 5 X 10" W/cm2 . The laser-generated plasma contained ions with velocities in the 2-6 X 106 cm/s
range. This ion flux normal to and 7.5 cm away from the solid source was in the range of 0.25 to
2.5 x 10' 4 /cm 2/laser pulse for the above power density range. ZrO2 thin films deposited by this
technique were characterized for their optical and structural properties. Under a broad range of
laser power densities, these films had bulklike refractive index values, low absorption, and
oriented polycrystalline microstructure.

I. INTRODUCTION were environmentally stable. The improved structural prop-

Many novel thin-film optical devices have stringent require- erties were attributed to the energetic ionized species found

ments on their optical performance and must survive in se- in the plasma.

vere environments. This has driven the development of pro-
cesses for depositing reproducible, stable, hard, stress-free II. EXPERIMENTAL
films that are also invariant with environmental conditions. The deposition runs and plasma characterization experi-
These desirable film properties are associated with bulklike ments were performed in a vacuum chamber with a base
properties of the material at hand. The films obtained by pressure of 10-' Torr. The chamber was fitted with mirrors
conventional physical vapor deposition methods contain and infrared transmissive windows and lenses to direct the
voids, grain boundaries, and various other structural defects laser beam onto the targets.
that are responsible for the less than ideal characteristics of A Lumonics 820 TEA-CO2 laser was used in multimode
the films.' High-temperature processes, such as chemical operation with - 3 J pulse energy. An antireflection coated
vapor deposition or postdeposition annealing and sintering. ZnSe lens focused the beam to produce fluence levels of 15 to
can produce dense films with large grains. However, high- 200 J/cm. For comparison with films grown at low laser
temperature processes also promote undesirable chemical power, an 80-W cw CO2 laser was also used to evaporate the
reactions, diffusion, or segregation; phenomena which may ZrO, target. In some experiments, both lasers were used to
destroy the compositional profile of multicomponent films. evaporate the same area of the source or each laser was used

Recently, several low-temperature ( < 300 *C) and high- concurrently on different sources.
vacuum techniques have produced dense, high-optical-qual- The temporal behavior of the laser output was character-
ity films.3- - These techniques are based on bombardment of ized using a Molectron pyroelectric detector. Laser power
the growth surface with energetic particles during depo- was monitored using a Gentech energy meter.
sition. Pulsed-laser-assisted evaporation is one such tech- ZrO evaporation grade sintered pellets were used for

', nique that offers a unique combination of advantageous fea- plasma and thin-film deposition studies. Several other mate-
t ures. rials listed in Sec. IlI were also used during some phases of

The advantages of laser-assisted evaporation are (a) the plasma studies.
production of ionized and excited species with high kinetic The laser-induced plasma was characterized by means of a
energies, (b) possibility of evaporating numerous com- Faraday cup. Temporal behavior of the ion current was ob-
pounds congruently with negligible heating of the target, (c) served on a fast oscilloscope. The spatial distribution of the

% instantaneous control of the evaporation process, and (d) ionized species was measured by rotating and translating the
% high-vacuum compatibility. Faraday cup with respect to the source. Current was moni-

Laser-assisted evaporation for the deposition of optical tored using a probe biased at - 100 V. Measurements taken
and semiconductor films with properties comparable to at lower bias voltages indicated that the time of arrival of the
those made by conventional techniques has been previously peak ion flux did not vary with voltage and that the ion

* •reported." In these investigations cw (CO,) or pulsed current saturated at about 70-80 V. Data on the temporal
(ruby, Nd:YAG or excimer) lasers were used with energy behavior of the ion current were used to calculate the total
densities in the 10-10' W/cm2 range. charge impinging on the surface area of the probe.

In this work, a TEA-CO2 laser was used to evaporate Films were deposited on room-temperature substrates of
ZrO2 and other dielectric materials. The power densities glass, silicon, GaAs. and NaCI. A thermocouple on the sub-
were in the 0.25-1.5 X 10' W/cm' range. The interaction of strate holder monitored any temperature rise due to radi-
the laser beam with the evaporation target was found to gen- ation from the source or the plasma. Chamber pressure was
erate a plasma in the evaporant stream containing high-ki- maintained at 10-' Torr of 0, in some deposition experi-
netic-energy ions. ZrO2 films grown from this plasma were ments. The typical film thickness was 2000 A.
found to have bulk index values and optical properties that Thin ZrO2 films were deposited at a source-to-substrate
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* separation of 7.5 cm At this distance the deposition rate is I I

-0.15 A/(laser pulse) resulting in - 100 A/min rate for a A

laser pulse rate of 10 Hz 8

Thermal radiation from the source material was very C
small, resulting in a 10-15 'C rise of substrate temperature.
This was due to low average laser power (20 W) and small

.4 area of the evaporation zone For smaller source-to-sub-
strate distances, there can be some heat transfer directly
from the plasma. Experiments where the temperature rise of U

a small Cu block suspended in the vicinity of a laser-genera- _
ted plasma was measured indicated that such heat transfer
can be important for distances of less than - 3-4 cm from
the source.

Optical properties were determined by spectrophotome- 0 2 4 6 8 10
tric analysis and ellipsometry. Structural properties were TIME (.SEC)
studied using x-ray diffraction and transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM). Film morpholog. was analyzed using op- Fi, I Ion current %s time in the plasma generated b% a TEA-CO. laser

tical and scanning electron microscopy. Some films deposit- incident on a ZrO: esaporation target Fluene is 63 J cm: and the current

ed on metallized substrates were tested in chemical etches to probe is 7 5 cm a,%a) from the targei

observe integrity and densit. of the pulsed-laser-esaporated
films.

the integrated laser energy output was adjusted to be the

Ill. RESULTS same as for pulses with tails, the ion spectrum consisted onts

A. Plasma properties of the high-velocity species. Apparently, the two lo%-veloc-
ity species are generated due to the interaction of the pulse

Interaction of the pulsed CO, laser radiation with the tail with the solid or the plasma in the evaporant plume gen-
source material induced a plasma in the exaporant plume erated by the spike part of the pulse.
near the surface of the evaporation target and produced co- To investigate the origin and nature of the laser-generated
pious amounts (20 A/cm2 at 7.5 cm from the source) of plasma, other materials, including several oxides, were used
energetic ions. This plasma was observed qualitatively to
have high emission luminosity. Spectroscopic analysis of la-
ser induced plasmas in other absorbing dielectrics had indi-
cated the presence of highly excited neutral, singly, and dou-
bly ionized species.'" Such analysis was not done in the 1o MATERIAL ZrO2

present study. Below we present the results of the electrical c v 2 35 cm/sec

analysis of such plasmas. C V 2 76 cm/ wc
,LV: 5 77cm sec

B. Ion velocities a L V -

A translatable Faraday cup was used to measure the den- V 2.35

sity and velocity of the ions in the evaporant plume. Typical
temporal behavior of the ion current for ZrO, is shown in Z

0 6
Fig. I for a laser fluence of 63 J/cm with laser pulse shapes UI
consisting of a 100-ns pulse followed by - I-ps tail. One ( v = 2.76

high-velocity and two lower-velocity species (labeled as A, 0
B, and C) are observed for ZrO, and most other oxides that 0

were analyzed by this technique. 4 4

The velocities are derived from the slopes of the curves
representing time of arrival of peak ion current versus probe-
to-source distance. This approach eliminates the ambiguity
in the determination of the origin of time. Figure 2 shows 2

such a plot for the species indicated in Fig. I.
The velocities derived from the slopes in Fig. 2 are 5.77,

2.76, and 2.35>' 106 cm/s for peaks labeled A, B, and C, m
respectively. The velocity of the peak labeled as A is about 25 o __

to 50 times larger than the calculated thermal velocity of SOURCE TO PROBE DISTANCE

atomic species (Zr or 0) emanating from an evaporating Fiw 2 Time ofArl ofpeak ion flux vs source-io-probedistance Condi-

ZrO, source at - 5000 C. lions are the same as in Fig. I The velocities are calculated from the inverse
in some experiments the laser pulse tail was considerably of the slopes The curves do not intersect the time axis at r = 0 because the

reduced by eliminating N2 gas in the laser gas mixture. When time oforrival data have an arbitrary time dela%
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as exaporation targets These materials were AIO,, TiO., T Q

MgO. ZnO, Ta.O., Si, C, ZnS, ZnSe, and CaF. Ion veloc-
ities from these materials were also in the 2-10 , 10t' cm/s 30

range. The measured velocities exhibited a very weak de-
pendence on atomic mass with a general trend toward lower 0

'elocities for higher masses. The ratio of velocities between
the lightest and hea, iest cation compound was 1.35, whereas
the ratio of the masses was 7.65. o

The dependence of ion velocities on fluence for a ZrO2  N 20
target is shown in Fig 3. This dependence can be expressed U

as L = F 'where F represents the laser fluence for all veloc-
it% species. 50

C. Ion flux Z

Ion flux was measured as a function of fluence, probe-to- t 1o
source distance, and cw laser heating of the evaporation tar- 0

get. 0
The dependence of integrated ion current on fluence (in

essence total charge per laser pulse normal to the source) is 0

shown in Fig. 4 for ZrO:. As expected, the total charge in-
creases with laser energy per unit area. The peak ion cur- o C I I j
rents, when measured 7.5 cm away from the source. were in 0 40 so 120 160

the 0.18-15 A/cm2 range for laser fluences between 25 and FLUENCE IJ/cm
2
)

10 J/cmru.
The ionized particle flux for maximum laser energy FIG 4 Integrated total ion charge ss laser fluencc¢

fluence at a 10-Hz pulse rate is calculated to be
2 x l10"/cm:/s. In converting measured current to ion flux, haps by as much as a factor of 2. On the other hand, the
only singly charged ions are assumed to exist. Since singly, particle flux calculated from the deposition rate is only
doubly, and even triply ionized particles are known to be 4.5 x 10" cm,. Since even the ionized portion of the evapor-
present in the evaporant plume of many absorbing dielectric ant flux is larger than the deposition rate, reduced sticking
materials,' the above ion flux is certainly overestimated, per- coefficients and self-sputtering must play roles in the depo-

sition process.
Both the total charge flux (q) and deposition rate (r) vary

xo 10 1 1 I inversely with distance (d). This dependence can be ex-
pressed as q (or r) = d 2' when measured normal to the

7- source surface. The fact that the charge flux and the evapor-
ant density vary with the same dependence on distance indi-
cates that the plasma is in a state of noncollisional expansion

6- with no detectable charge neutralization for distances
greater than 7.5 cm from the source.

In some experiments, an 80-W cw laser was used to simul-
taneously heat the evaporation zone. The effect of this on the

-/ ion current spectrum was small even at the highest cw power
* levels, where some evaporation of ZrO2 due to cw laser heat-

ing took place. The high-velocity ion component decreased
and the low-velocity ion components increased by a factor of

> 4 - 2 .

IV. THIN-FILM PROPERTIES
S3 A. Optical properties

The optical properties of the thin ZrO2 films grown by
pulsed-laser evaporation under I X 10-' Torr of 02 pressure
were found to be comparable to bulk values. Film refractive

0 64 90 118 176 indices were in the 2.13-2.17 range at 632.8 nm and typical
LASER FLUENCE (j/CM

2
) extinction coefficient was k = 0.001. These values were ob-

tained for all laser fluences between 0.25 and 1.5 x 10"
FIG 3 Velocity of the species labeled as A. B, and C in Fig I vs laser W/cm'. By way of comparison, cw laser-evaporated films
fluence had index values of 1.85 to 1.93.
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The extinction coefficient of the films grown in 10 - Torr were qualitatively similar, there was a distinct dependence of
of pressure was found to depend on the fluence. High- crystallite size on the laser fluence. Very fine crystals ( -20
fluence (F) laser radiation (F> I , 10' W/cm2 ) produced nm) were formed at thelow fluence valuesof28 I/cm At a
films that had higher extinction coefficients. These films fluence of 50 J/cm2 the crystalline regions had increased to

. were light brown in color suggesting O deficiency. Backfill- an average size of 110 nm. Increased fluence levels of 123
ing the vacuum chamber with I ",. 10 ' Torr of'O, resulted in J/cm2 produce still larger crystallite sizes (average size of
clear films with very low absorption. - 220 nm). Representative microstructures for these laser

In order to clarify the role of the ions, depositions with fluences are compared in Figs. 6(a)-6(c).
* . concurrent cw and pulsed laser e~aporation of ZrO, targets The temperature of the substrate also had a dramatic in-

%were carried out. A focused cw. laser beam at 6000 W/cm- fluence on the microstructural development of these films.
and a pulsed laser beam at 3 , 10' \V/cm 2 were incident on Comparative films were deposited on room-temperature and
separate parts of the source material. The deposition rate due 300 °C substrates, respectively, using a constant laser fluence
Stocw laser heating [r(cw)] was maintained at 1.5A/s while of 28 J/cm. The higher substrate temperature induced a
that due to pulsed-laser heating [r(p) I was varied from substantially higher nucleation rate and caused complete
0.015 to 1.5 A/s. Figure 5 shows the variation of index with conversion of the film to the crystalline structure (Fig.
relative pulsed-laser evaporation rate 6(d)]. This increased temperature did not. however, en-
r = {r(p)[r(p) -- r(cw)]}. hance growth of the crystallites, but rather led to a signifi-

cantly lower average grain size of - 10 nm.

For relative rates ofO. 13 and above, corresponding to 1.5-Hz The dense nature of ZrO. films grown by pulsed-laser
pulse frequency. essentially bulk index values are obtained, evaporation was also ascertained qualitatively when these
These results indicate that the deposition of high-density were tested as a protective capping layer for metallic films.
films can be carried out by cw laser, or even electron beam 800-A-thick ZrO. films were deposited on Au and Al films
assisted evaporation, with periodic pulses of high-kinetic- and immersed in concentrated aqua regia and hydrochloric
energy ions. The minimum pulsed evaporation rate which acid, respectively. The metallic films capped by cw laser-
resulted in a refractive index of 2.15 corresponded to a evaporated ZrO, dissolved in minutes, whereas those capped
charge flux of 42.5/lC/cm 2/s or 2.65 x 10"' ions/cm/s. by pulsed-laser-evaporated ZrO. did not show signs of deg-

B. Structural properties radation even after 24 h.

V -. Selected area diffraction and convergent beam microdif-
fraction established the crystalline phase as the monoclinic C. Particulates
ZrO. structure for all pulsed-laser evaporated films. These
crystals exhibited a high degree of preferential orientation Pulsed-laser evaporation produces particulates, some of

about the (100) zone axis. This orientation relation is not which become embedded in the film. In our studies of ZrO,
simply due to interactions with the sodium chloride sub- thin-film deposition, the size and density of'such particulates

strate but has been observed, by x-ray diffraction, to occur
on amorphous glass substrates as well. Electron diffraction
patterns from the regions between the crystallites exhibited . .

distinct broad maxima rather than the diffuse halo typical to
truly amorphous structures. This indicates that even in the ...
noncrystalline regions of the film, some degree of short-
range ordering is present.

.While the microstructures of the room-temperature films

" '"
2 15 ------ 0

205-

C

08 0 1 0'2 0 13 (c)
RELATIVE EVAPORATION RATE

Fio. I a). (b), (c) TEM micrographs of ZrO. thin film, dMl'Iitcd hb
FI(, 5 Refractt~e index ofZrO: thin films depostted h. concurrent c% and pulsed-laer evaporaton. (. I, (b). (c) refer to films deposited ai 28. 50. and
puls.ed-laser evaporation vs the relative evaporation rate 128 J i, lu2:lc repe. 'cl). Note the increase In cr.talhte site (d)

r = f r, Ir . * P, ) r, and r., are the pulsed and c%% laser evaporation rates. TEM mflt...graph,, of Zr. thin films depost ed o1 300' C substrate% b

respecti.ely pulsed-laser evaporatIon at 28 /cm fluence

,.
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were observed to depend on laser fluence. breakdown at the solid surface as the mechanism for plasma
At the highest fluences ( > 100 J/cm), 3-5,u size spheri- generation for which the optical and thermal properties of

cal or disk-shaped particulates, indicative of molten drop- the materials would not be as important.
lets. were observed on the film surface. The density of these Our experiments also indicated that the low-velocity spe-
was 3-10/mm-. cies, labeled as B and C, are due to the presence of the tail in

*'." At the lowest fluences ( < 40-50 J/cm2 ) large numbers of the pulse. The power density of the tail is roughly a factor of
S-irregularly shaped submicron-size solid particulates 100 smaller than that of the peak. If the high-velocity curve

- 100-1000/mm2 ) cosered the surface. However, in films (A) is extrapolated tolower fluences, the resulting velocities
grown at intermediate laser fluences (50-100 J/cm') no are found to be in the l-2x 10

' cm/s range suggesting that
L ' molten droplets and a lower density.( 10-100/mm2 ) of solid the tail may be creating its own plasma at the solid surface-

particulates. 0. 1-0.3 ,m in size, were observed. The origin of (preheated by the spike part of the pulse).
particulates is probably fracturing of the solid via a thermal The velocity spread (,A0,) was found to be smaller than the
pulse induced by the laser. Particle ejection is caused by par- absolute value of the velocity (v) with typical values of their
tial s aporization of the particulates or by rapid evolution of ratio ranging from 0.5 to 0.7. This indicates low translational
gas at the surface. At intermediate fluences where low parti- gas temperature is obtained in a freely and adiabatically ex-
culate density is obser, ed it is conjectured that small particu- panding plasma. Here, the expansion removes the energy of
lates that are produced at the surface of the source material the relative translations of the atoms. in effect "cooling" the
are completely ,aporized and that laser heating does not plasma.
cause a large melt pool to form from which droplets can be The kinetic energies of the particles cannot be estimated
ejected. accurately without determining the masses of the species.

When the evaporation zone was also irradiated with a cw Pending mass spectroscopic analysis, an upper limit of 1560
laser beam (6000 V/cm:). the number of solid particulates and 275 eV is obtained for Zr and 0 atoms for high-velocity
did not change but spherical droplets appeared. indicating species. These energies are in reasonable agreement with

• formation of a larger melt pool. data reported by other investigators for the same fluence
The effect of the particulates on the optical properties of range.' " The corresponding energies for the lower-velocity

the film was not detectable to ,ithin the accuracy of the species are 265 and 45 eV, respectisely.
data. Scattering was not measured in these studies. In future
studies, mechanical particle deflectors will be used to further
reduce the particulate density. B. Thin-film properties

V. DISCUSSION ZrO. films grown by pulsed-laser evaporation were found
to be dense and to have bulklike optical properties. Many of

A. Electrical properties of the plasma the results of pulsed-laser evaporation are similar in nature
Interaction of the high fluence, pulsed-laser radiation to the recently published results of ion assisted deposition

with a solid target and with the ensuing vapor plume pro- (lAD) of optical coa.ings.' The lAD films are typically
duces ionized, energetic. and highly excited specie%. bombarded by a 600-eV ion current of40 to 100/pA/cm. In

Ionic species has e been reported by other in,,estigators our case the a'erage ion current was in the range of43 to 290
during laser-induced eaporation of solids at much lower pA/cm'. The effect of bombarding of the film gro'th sur-
fluences., How eser. the measured velocities ofthe species face by energetic ions is to densify and promote crystallinity
were gi,,en by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution corre- of the films bv enhancing adatom mobility and by other
sponding to the eaporation or sublimation tempeiature of mechanisms.'
the solid In other reports" of experiments done at higher The dramatic microstructural difference between high-
fluences. a "'thermal" neutral atom pulse followed the initial fluence low-temperature deposition and low-fluence high-

* "nonthermal" ion pulse when easily vaporizable materials temperature deposition underscores the conclusion that sub-
were used. In the case of refractory ZrO2 . such is not expect- strate heating is negligible, even at the highest laser fluences.
ed to be the case owing to the high energy of sublimation of The nucleation-dominated microstructure characteristic of
the compound. In fact, when an ionizer placed in front of the high thermal mobility is absent in all of the room-tempera-
Faraday cup was turned on, no detectable ion pulse, other ture films. The increased ion energies at the higher laser
than that due to the Flasma ion current, discussed earlier. fluencesdo. however, enhance atomic transport to the extent
% ,as obsered. of increasing crystallite growth in the films.

;W." Free expansion of the dense plasma formed at or near the
solid surface, and absorption of part of the laser pulse by this
plasma via inverse bremsstrahlung, have been proposed as V. CONCLUSION
the likely mechanisms of imparting high kinetic energies to Pulsed laser-assisted deposition is different from conven-

.. thespecies 4" In our experiments, ions in the same velocity tional and even cw laser-assisted evaporation. Pulsed-laser
. range ( 1-10 x 10' cm/s), 3nd with roughly comparable evaporation produces controllable amounts of high-kinetic.

fluxes., were produced from all the materials tested. Some of energy ions as well as excited states in the evaporant parti-
these materals (ZrO., TaO,. C, TiO, AIO,, MgO, ZnO) cles. This is one of the important advantages of the laser-
were absorbing for 10.6-p radiation and others (Si, ZnS, assisted deposition technique.

-. ZnSe, CaF,) were not These results suggest dielectric It has been shown that the ions in the laser-induced plas-
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